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1. The potential for photojournalism of Septem-
ber I I to achieve iconic, sublime, mythical, beau-
tiful, and even spiritual or religious resonance is a
point courageously made by Susan Sontag in
Regarding the Pain of Others (New York: Farrar,
Straus, and Giroux, 2003).
2. See Roland Barthes. Mythologies, trans. Annette
Lavers (New York: Hill and Wang, 1972); "The
Photographic Message" and "Rhetoric of the
Image" in Image, Music, Text, trans. Stephen Heach
(London: Fontana. 1977}; and Comero Lucida:
Reflections or Photography, trans. Richard Howard
(New York: Hill and Wang, 1981),

In the picture, he departs from this earth like an arrow. Although he has not chosen his fate, he appears

to have, in his last instants of life, embraced it. If he were not falling, he might very well be flying.

—Tom Junod

Are those who fell to their deaths on September 11, 2001, exploited or honored

by the display of images representing their experiences? While the circumstances

that led to the actions ofthe man in Richard Drew's photograph are unprece-

dented, images of falling are not new to photojournalism or contemporary art.

That images of those who fell from the towers became traumatically imprinted

in people's minds suggests that they urgently merit not only detailed study but

also deeper contextualization within visual culture. In light

of Drew's iconic photograph, an image that, perhaps more

than any other, epitomizes the tragedy and the horror ofthe

September 11 catastrophe in Western cultural memory, my

questions are as follows: What reinterpretations can be brought

to art created prior to September 11 (by Yves Klein, Andy

Warhol, and Sarah Charlesworth, for example) that takes falling

as its subject matter? How do artworks made in response

to September 11 {by Eric Fischl, Carolee Schneemann, and

Alejandro Gonzalez Inarritu, for example) hold up under criti-

cal scrutiny when the photojournalistic images ofthe actual

event are already so aesthetically powerful?' Further, what challenges do these

mostly lens-based images pose for photographic theory, in particular, the sub-

stantial contribution made by Roland Barthes, whose work is concerned with

the cultural codes of press photography as well as the interrelationship between

death and photography?^ From the perspective of contemporary art history, my

purpose is not to defend whether or not one should look at, display, or circulate

such images of falling—ultimately such questions lead to the irresolvable prob-

lem of whether or not there is a violation in looking, and then quickly shift to

issues of censorship—but to identify what one sees In them, how the perception

of movement alters the subjectivity of those falling, and what the stakes are for

the subjects involved, namely, those made visible and those who view them.

These questions can be summarized equally as "What is one to make ofthe

image?" and "What does the image make of its subjects?"

When difTerent media capture such fragile subjects, in liminal moments

that cannot be adequately named, vulnerabihty becomes an issue of representa-

tion. This attention to vulnerabiHty is neither prurient nor morbid. Vulnerability

is a complex condition centrally tied to agency, to the subject's ability to exert

or extend itself in the world and to be recognized by others. Images of falling

make acutely evident the body's simultaneous potential for vulnerability and its

capacity for agency. Images of falling challenge codes of representation on two

significant levels: visually, in terms of the subject whose body is arrested by the

medium; linguistically, in terms ofthe viewer's ability to respond and identify

what is seen, Vulnerabihty therefore imphcates the subject of representation and

the viewer; while the falling subject is left in a state of suspended animation in

the image, the viewer is held in a state of speechlessness, unable to name what

or whom is seen, I am interested in uncovering how, in subtle and often unin-

tended ways, aesthetic qualities alter die perception ofthe falling subjects'



3. Retort (lain Boal, T. J. Clark, Joseph Matthews,
and Michael Watts), Afflicted Powers: Capital and
Spectode in a New Age of War (London: Verso.
2005), 28.
4. Susan Buck-Morss. Thinking Past Terror: Islamism
ond Critical Theory on the Left (London: Verso,
2003), 22.
5. Ibid., 25.
6. My understanding of subjectivity is informed
by Judiih Butler's Bodies That Matter On the
Discursive Limits of "Sex" (New York: Routledge.
1993), in which she demonstrates that the links
between subjectivity and embodiment are not just
discursive but also materiai. Butler charts a posi-
tion between radical constructionism and the
acknowledgement of the fleshy materiality of the
body in order to address states when subjects
lack agency. The way Butler describes these states
of social abjection and exclusion are as dire as
death itself, in need not only of political aware-
ness as Butler advocates, but in my view, an ethi-
cal awareness, I am also indebted to Butler's
Excitable Speech: A Politics of the Performative
(New York: Routledge, 1997), in which, by focus-
ing on the injurious effects of certain names, she
demonstrates the agency that adheres to lan-
guage: one becomes a subject through it (by being
named), and therefore one is vulnerable to its
effects, as hate speech makes evident.

potential mortality and make it impossible to perceive the vulnerability of
the subject in the image. My hypothesis is that, in the process of identifying
moments when vulnerabihty is or is not apparent in images of falling, formal
and ideological problems are revealed to such an extent that an ethical
paradigm unfolds.

With its global consideration of the ramifications of September 11 as image
and event, a major premise of Retort (the Berkeley-area collective comprising
Iain Boal,T. J. Clark, Joseph Matthews, and Michael Watts) is that one ofthe most
trenchant results of the terrorist attacks was the exposure of the vulnerability
of the state. The way the attacks made visible a nation wounded with such surgi-
cal precision is identified by Retort as the reason they functioned so "well" as
spectacle (this is not an endorsement) and why their media visibility had to
be immediately suppressed: "Terror can take over the image-machinery for a
moment—and a moment, in the timeless echo chamber ofthe spectacle, may
now eternally be all there is—and use it to amphfy, reiterate, accumulate the
sheer visible happening of defeat,"^ As the cultiyal theorist Susan Buck-Morss
incisively claims, "What disappeared on September ii was the apparent invul-
nerabihty, not only of US territory, but of US, and, indeed. Western hegemony."*
With the destruction (if only temporary) of a financial capital market and a
manifestation of modernity's highest architectural aspirations, as well as its
working, human subjects, the exposure ofthe vulnerability ofthe nation-state
was, as Buck-Morss points out, achieved not only at the symbolic level (as
image), but also at a concrete, physical level; further, "the photographically
mediated experience of the attack was of both the symbol and the real, antago-
nistically superimposed,"^ Bnt rather than focusing on the geopolitical implica-
tions of September n , I want to consider representations of vulnerabihty at the
individual level of embodied subjectivity—not without acknowledging, of
course, that those individuals represent more encompassing images of nation-
state vulnerability.

Because it involves nonfictional subjects, the issue of vulnerabihty here is
profoundly ethical. Subjectivity as I understand it is an ongoing series of effects
(involving language, images, cultural and pohtical institutions and their dis-
courses, names and identity categories) that form a subject who must always be
assumed to be under construction, a work-in-progress, changing and contin-
gent, less a source of agency than a scene or sight through which the effects of
power are materialized. Part of my project is to extend the notion of subjectivity
to the dead, to show how they are acutely vulnerable to representational vio-
lence.^ One must keep in mind that subjects are not merely theoretical premises
but are as vulnerable to the burdens of the body as they are to the painful effects
of discourse and representations. The dead should be considered implicated in
tiie processes of subjectivity; subjects are vulnerable equally to posthumous dis-
tortion, neglect, and dishonor by images and words as to bodily death. How is
subjectivity produced for bodies in motion, bodies whose weight and movement
led to their deaths, bodies whose deathly trajectories are captured in lens-based
representations? Do some representations contort the process of subjectivity, and
if so, how?

My focus on vulnerabihty is also indebted to Judith Butler's 2004 reflections
on September [ 1, in which she develops a cultural theory of Intersubjectivity
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7. Judith Butler. Precarious Life: The Powers of
Mourning and Violence (London: Verso. 2004), 20.
In this book. Butler is directly influenced by
Emmanuel Levinas's ethical conception, discussed
in many published works, of the face, and also
clearly inspired b/Jacques Derrida, Memoires for
Paul de Man, trans. Cecile Lindsay, Jonathan Culler,
and Eduardo Cadava (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1986).
8. Butler, Precarious Life, 21,
9. Ibid., 23.
10. Ibid.
11. Because I am interested in uncovering the
contingencies of an ethical engagement with these
falling bodies as subjects. I am reticent to embrace
the term "figures," which suggests the work of
short-hand, a graphic or a sketch insensitive to
the weight and flesh of the body, its singularity,
and its susceptibility to mortality. When I do
revert to the term "figure," it is to emphasize the
failure to humanize the falling subject{s) in the
artisK' representations.

with global reach, an ethics founded on the experience of mourning {national,
collective, and individual) in which the self, through the experience of being
made acutely aware ofthe Other's vulnerability to mortal violence, also experi-
ences vulnerability: "Loss and vulnerability seem to follow from our being
socially constituted bodies, attached to others, at risk of losing those attach-
ments, exposed to others, at risk of violence by virtue of that exposure."^
Imagining an ethics that can be integrated into global politics, Butler proposes
tliat governments base their global policies on a micropolitics of relationality
constituted by the awareness of mutual vulnerability, so that a response lo terror-
ism can be developed that doesn't perpetuate violence, isolationism, or unilater-
alism, or lead to the restriction of personal and intellectual freedoms. Butler's
critical injunction is to be understood in the present global context of war, con-
flict, and acts of terror that afflict non-Westem civilian populations (Palestinians,
Afghans, and Iraqis in particular) to a much greater degree than Nortli Americans.
Butler acknowledges that although grief is an interior focus, it also directs atten-
tion to the ones who are lo.st.The mourning subject may feel a sense of solitude
but not of autonomy: what ensues from mourning is the realization that we are
socially constituted subjects, communities, and nations. According to Butler, the
experience of grief is ultimately qualified by the realization that the self is irrev-
ocably transformed, if not also shattered, by the loss ofthe other, a situation
whereby "one finds oneself fallen."^

In its affective movement, Butler's description ofthe monrner as herself
having fallen provides an empathetic model for understanding the potential for
the present images to reduce the viewer to a state of vulnerability. This is not to
prescribe the form that the response to vulnerability viewed should take. It is
enough to admit that grief leaves one speechless and unhinged: "My narrative
falters, as it must."^ Butler's conception of vulnerability as an inarticulate state
helps avoid the pitfalls of attempting to establish "appropriate," "good," or
"morally acceptable" responses to images of human suffering, a pursuit whose
complexity, as Susan Sontag cautions in Regarding the Pain of Others, a book devoted
specifically to this issue, leads to other problems and paradoxes (formal, ideolog-
ical, pohtical, and moral) rather than resolutions.

I introduce this writing about falling with Butler's proposal for an ethics of
mutual vulnerability because her premise involves an intersubjective relation
conceived as constitutive rather than diminutive or objectifying. If in mourning
the living come "undone," the experience of pain when viewing the other's
mortality can constitute an ethics of intersubjectivity in which vuhierability is
reciprocal.'" Can one consider the images in tliese pages accountable to such an
ethical relation? In so doing, can one transform the fallen from two-dimensional
figures hovering in a purgatory ofthe viewer's speculative fascination to multidi-
mensional subjects—embodied individuals whose vulnerability affects the viewer's
sense of self, a viewer who becomes therefore shaken from an autonomous posi-
tion unaffected by others?" In this ethical paradigm, a number of limit points
are revealed that are as compelling as they are challenging: embodied subjects at
the limits of life, the limits of language to describe them, and the limits of the
medium to represent them.
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From Vulnerability to Agency: Falling and September 11

12. George Lakoff, "Metaphors of Terror," from
the online anthology The Days After, available at
www.press.uchicago.edu/News/91 I lakoff.html.
13. Drew quoted in Junod, 178,
14, tn Doniger's view, there is significant value ir
reframing or "transforming" catastrophic events
(and even making ]okes about them) in helping
people cope, as when "we take possession of it
by retelling it in terms the perpetrators could
not." Wendy Doniger, "Terror and Gallows
Humor: After September I I ?" from the online
anthofogy The Days After, available at www.press,
uchicago.edu/News/91 I doniger.html.
15, Sontag. 59.

On September ii, 2ooi, newspapers around the world such the New York Times
and Canada's Globe and MaiJ published the photograph by Richard Drew of a man
falling headfirst from one of the World Trade Center towers. Letters to the editors
of these papers immediately poured in complaining about the image, Drew's
photograph became infamous as well as iconic. In its clarity of detail and striking
formal qualities, it not only captured but also amplified the most horrible
moments to punctuate the multifaceted tragedy of September 11 .The falling peo-
ple embodied the unfolding ofthe events themselves, actualizing the disaster
with a precise individuation of human loss and giving flesh and form to the
faihng movements by which the architecture also was destroyed. This isomor-
phism between bodies and buildings has been noted by George Lakoff: "Tall
buildings are metaphorically people standing erect. As each tower fell, it became
a body falling." '̂  For some, the images of falling people came to symbolize those
friends or loved ones who died, those whose marmer of death was never seen,
never confirmed, only imagined.

The formal quahties of Drew's photograph are disarming. It was chosen by
Drew and his editors for these qualities: "That picture just jumped off the screen
because of its verticality and symmetry. It just had that look,"'̂  The black and
silver stripes on one tower facade form a negative mirror image to the white
and silver on the other, resulting in a composition whose geometric regularity,
materials (steel, glass, and concrete), and monochromatic colors suggest the
Minimalism of Donald Judd, Carl Andre, and Sol LeWitt, Further, the optical illu-
sion created by the inverted striations of light and dark on the facades (a trick of
the natural hght and the right-hand tower's recession into depth) suggests the
optical paintings of Bridget Riley, as well as Frank Stella's early 1960s work in
black and metallic paint. Yet unhke the stark, uninterrupted abstraction of these,
Drew's photograph is animated by a man's body; this changes everything. The
perfect linearity of the two towers, which meet in the center of the photograph
as if forming the spine of a book, are sliced by the man's torpedolike form. His
black and white clothing is complemented by the pattern ofthe facades, creating
a graphic impression that reproduces successfully in print media. Among the
dozen images captured by Drew ofthe man's fall, this particular frame was
exceptional because of the chance echo between the missile-position of the
man's body and its nemeses, the towers thai frame and enfold it.

The aesthetic quahties of Drew's photograph may be emotionally difficult,
but they are neither unprecedented nor immoral. In her discussion and defense
of how Americans viewed September 11 as cinematic, as a disaster movie. Wendy
Doniger states: "Yet we might ask if there cannot be an ethics of illusion, if the
moral and the aesthetic are necessarily disjoint,"''' Nor is the editorial choice to
publish this photograph remarkable after Sontag's observation that "To catch a
death actually happening and embalm it for all time is something only cameras
can do, and pictiires taken by photographers out in the field of the moment of
{or just before) death are among the most celebrated and often reproduced
of war photographs."'* While Sontag is correct, she is referring to famous pho-
tographs of people being killed by guns (such as Eddie Adams's 1968 photo-
graph of aVietcong suspect or Robert Capa's 1936 photograph of a Spanish
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16. The chimerical latency of che punctum is sug-
gested by Barthes in Camera Lucida, "13 and 53, in
his discussion of a 1926 family portrait taken by
James Van Der Zee. Barthes initially identifies tile
affective detail to be the quaintness of the Mary
Jane shoes worn by the standing middle-aged
woman; only later does he realize Chat it is not
the shoes but the ribbon-necklace worn by the
woman in the photograph that is. after all, the
truer punctum in reminding him of the sad. unful-
filled life of a spinster aunt who had left behind a
similar necklace in a jewelry box after her death.
For more on the punctum as a traumatic vehicle
that disrupts the complacency of the studium, see
Margaret Iverson's reading of Comero Ludda in
"What Is a Photograph?" Art History 17, no. 3
(September 1994): 450-64.
17. Barthes, Comero Uiddo, 96.

Repubhcan soldier), which are striking for the instantaneous homology between
the shot of the gun and the click of the shutter. The controversy caused by Drew's
photograph suggests something different: the extreme height of the building.s
and the subsequently long trajectories of those who fell brought about a dramat-
ically unfamiliar manner of death and photographic images of it.

The proximity allowed by digital resolution brings personal details into
view, such as the man's clothing (a chef's jacket and boots), his facial features
(dark short hair and possible goatee), and body type (tall and broad-shouldered).
This humanizing, perhaps excessive closeness to the man's position and the
unimaginable figuration that disrupts the modernist purity of the composition
shocks the viewer out of an aesthetic response and into an emotional one. The
traumatic shifts in focus recall Barthes's Camera Lucida, his meditation on the
structural and affective qualities of photography Famously, Barthes theorizes the
punctum as the unintended but emotionally piercing, deeply personal, tmassimil-
able detail in a photograph that is difficult, at times impossible, to focus on or
articulate, due to its traumatic content. For Barthes, the puncium haunts one
retroactively with a fear of mortality. Sometimes it is the historically outdated
detail that reminds one of the passing of time or indicates the death of the pho-
tographic subject; sometimes it is the detail that causes the sudden awareness
of one's own impending death. Like many of Barthes's seemingly clear-cut
structuralist concepts, the punctum is ultimately evasive, not readily pinned down
(due to its traumatic latency), shifting and morphing in memory'^The studium
of Drew's photograph would certainly revolve around the smoothness of its for-
mal qualities and the way they stand in stark contradiction to its horrific subject
matter Tlie punctum (despite causing a response that is personal and therefore
different for every viewer) would surely involve the man's pose or, at a more
fundamental level, the mere fact of his appearance in the photograph. The way
the falling man's entire body conveys the jarring punctum that ruptures the elegant
compositional aesthetics requires another point of clarification.

What comprises the ultimate puncium (for me at least) is the fact that the
falling man in Drew's photograph is not yet dead. like the others who fell from
the towers, he was still ahve while his image was being secured on film. This
haunting temporality recalls another of Barthes's proposals so significant to
Camera Lucida, regarding photography's unique ontology: its noeme, or defining
characteristic, is "that-has-been," the absolute certainty that the object photographed
did once exist in front of the lens. According to Barthes, "This will be and this has
been; I observe with horror the anterior future of wliich death is the stake, , ..
Whether or not the subject is already dead, every photograph is this catastro-
phe." '̂  The photograph is both testament to and index of a past moment and
the subject who inhabited it. The temporality associated with photography's
noeme is tlms complexly associated with death, pointing in its dual movements to
the past and the future. Not only do photographs enact a type of metaphysical
death (a petrification, a freezing) ofthe sitter, but they also, because they often
depict people who have died since their likeness was taken, prefigure the sitter's
death. Further, they are harbingers for the living, forcing on the viewer the
poignant awareness that her or his own looks are taking place in stolen, fleeting
time. These loops through time, into the fact and face of mortality, are most
clearly articulated in Barthes's discussion of Alexander Gardner's 1865 Portrait of
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18. Ibid., 95.
19. Junod, 178-79. Perhaps the most disturbing
aspect of the sequence is the man's disappear-
ance in the twelfth photograph. The unthinkable
reality behind the man's absence from che last
frame is marked by the decorative ornament of a
wrought-iron street-lamp that jarringly comes into
view, a topographic clue that is lurid as an acci-
dental urban tombstone.
20. A clerk at a copy shop once referred to this
image, at a glance, as "Spider Man."
2 I, Peter Cheney, "The Life and Death of
Norberto Hernandez." Globe and Mail. September
22, 2001, Focus section, Toronto edition, F8,

Lewis Payne, a photograph of the handsome but condemned young would-be
assassin in his jail cell, still alive but awaiting his fate of death by hanging. From
Barthes's perspective ("he is dead and he is going to die") the noeme ofthe pho-
tograph is the horrible awareness that, like the man in Drew's photograph, he
is both akeady dead and not yet dead.'^ The men in these photographs are dius
doubly condemned: first to the actual deaths to which these photographs are
preludes; second to "live" for eternity in the photographic emulsion.The falling
man in Drew's photograph is a transitional figure whose death is more imma-
nent and more prescient than the capital punishment to be endured by Lewis
Payne (whose position in Gardner's photograph is posed and composed), but the
perceived "future anteriority" (the Barthesian temporal disconnect that always
leads to death) is entirely similar.

That the falling deaths of the September 11 victims took time is evidenced
in the personal video recordings that have surfaced to track their movements, as
well as the eleven additional frames captured by Drew, which follow the man's
tragic descent hundreds of feet. This astounding photographic sequence was
published in Esquire to accompany the article "The Falling Man" by Tom Junod.''
Knowledge of Drew's full sequence makes one painfully aware ofthe varying
chaodc positions the man assumed as he fell. The sequence, in which tlie man's
body tiunbles against a wind whose force is so powerful that his shirt is torn
from his back, is an essay on embodied vulnerability. The fearlessness and
courage implied by the headfirst position in the famous seventh frame ofthe
sequence allay some ofthe trauma of the other panic-stricken ones. But this
involves a paradox. Does the directional, assertive (perhaps even graceful) body
position in the seventh frame not also huffer the perceived reality ofthe event,
his actual tumbling, die hard physics ofthe body's weight confronted by wind
and propelled by velocity? Does Drew's photograph not transform the vulnera-
bility of the man whose flailing, cartwheel positions are so clearly conveyed by
the other eleven frames? When seen out of context, the aesthetic qualities and
symmetry that nuance the seventh frame create a false sense of suspension: a
strange buoyancy as if he is floating by a thread.''' Is this not a misrepresenta-
tion? To ask this question is not to say that if one is to respect, in an ethical man-
ner, the content ofthe images when they are based on actual events (as photo-
journaHsm is), the image should never function by way of visual pleasure and
must always retain the trauma ofthe event. The argument is rather that some
aesthetic qualities make it a challenge to know how to speak of these subjects
and what their experiences actually were.

In defense and clarification of his work as photojournalism. Drew claimed:
"We record history. This was the history of that day. I didn't photograph his
death. I photographed part of his life."" Drew's attempt to define what he pho-
tographed is telling, as it points to the sense of confusion surrounding not only
this image (especially as a single frame), but all those that capture falling people.
What is one looking at? Or whom? No single word captures their state, their
threshold position. They are hardly dying, because the gesticulation and resis-
tance of their bodies to gravity convey animation, life at its most emphatic. In a
way different from the Capa or Adams photographs (involving simultaneity), the
faUing movements ofthe individuals of September n involve a greater length
of time in addition to the temporal disconnect ofthe Barthesian photographic
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22. Notions of che studium and the punctum in
Drew's photograph can now be understood to
blur, coming into and out of relief according to
the fears, desires, and imagination of ^ e viewers.
23,Jynod, 177.
24. Sontag discusses a set of historical practices
surrounding war photographs and notes. "To dis-
play the dead, after all, is what the enemy does,"
Sontag, 64.
25. Junod. 180.
26. Ibid. A 2004 report in the Wew York Times
addressed the ongoing desire of family members
to know the specific circumstances that faced
their loved ones, the difficulty ascertaining the
number of those who died this way, and the his-
toric echoes with the infamous Triangle Shirtwaist
fire of 1911, when dozens of workers, mostly
women, jumped to their deaths from the top
floors of the burning factory. As if sensitive to
the terminology, the report uses the phrase,
"people who dropped from the building" in one
paragraph. Kevtn Flynn and Jim Dwyer, "Falling
Bodies, a 9/11 Image Etched in Pain," New York
Times. September 10, 2004, available online at
www.nytimes.com/2004/09/ 10/nyregion/nyre-
gionspeciai2/ I Ojumpers.html
27. Junod, 180.
28. While Globe and Mail journalist Peter Cheney
confirmed the man's proper name with some
members of his immediate family, Junod's inter-
view with other members of the same family
resulted in the refusal and denial of him as kin,
on religious and personal grounds.

noeme. What one sees in the photograph (a Uvlng body, the exertion of hfe) and
what one now knows to be true (the subsequent death) makes hnguistic catego-
rization deeply problematic.

Drew's seventh frame hit a nerve witii the public in the sense of agency, per-
haps even dignity, conveyed by the position ofthe man's body, which appeared
so directional; this pierced viewers affectively^^ Junod details how this element—
utterly contradictory in ihe face of such a calamity—was not lost on viewers:
"Some people who look at the picture see stoicism, willpower, a portrait of res-
ignation; others see something else—something discordant and therefore terri-
ble: freedom."^* Perhaps the force of conviction suggested by the man's position
resonates because it describes the unthinkable reality outside the lens: that these
were not figures foiling, wliich implies an accident, but that they jumped, which
implies an agency horrific in that it was invoked only to "choose" among dire
inevitabihties,The power or courage that graced the man's position is, for some,
also that which equates his body's movements with a suicidal "choice" to jump,
with despair at its utmost.

That the photograph, as well as the television footage of falling bodies, cap-
tured such moments at a mass scale became a challenge because the appropriate
terminology for the events and tliose directly involved was unclear, and there
were few precedents offering the news media guidelines on how to proceed, ^
The falling figures were nameless and relatively faceless, individuals whose bio-
graphical specificity had been erased, so there was a sense that showing the
images exploited their dignity and privacy (or that of surviving relatives). On
the other hand, the only way television networks could (at least for a short
while) show che images was if the proper names or close-ups of those who fell
were obscured out of "respect for the families,"'̂

Junod's research and other reports bring attention to the many people who
may have died this way, a number that no newspaper or public institution wishes
to confirm because it suggests that the dead were (unfathomably) suicidal agents
during their unthinkable ordeal rather than victims of murderous acts: "And yet
if one calls the NewYork Medical Examiner's Office to learn its own estimate of
how many people might have jumped, one does not get an answer but an admo-
nition: 'We don't like to say they ji.uiiped,They didn't jump. Nobody jumped.
They were forced out, or blown out.'"'*' Junod describes how the images of die
"jumpers" were reduced to a "lemming-hke class" to be viewed only on uncen-
sored sites on "the Internet underbelly." ̂ ''That the identities ofthe dead revolved
around this ambivalent notion of agency was a significant factor in proscribing
identification of the dead with proper names or depiction of their experiences.
Yet although a coherent linguistic response seems blocked, there were descriptive
terms chosen and affixed to these subjects and what they represent that hold
much weight, ahgning ihe dead along confiicting sides of agency or accident,
heroism or victimization. These important qualifications had bearing on the
identity of the man in Drew's photograph, whose proper name Junod attempted
(unsuccessfully) to confirm in order to honor him as a courageous fallen hero
(like the unknown soldiers of past wars) rather than an anonymous figure
whom some thought had committed the mortal sin of suicide.'^

One stumbles when trying to address those who died, those whose vulnera-
bility was exposed by the visibihty each image allows, to recognize their pain as
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29. Butler, Precarious Ufe. 26.
30. Butler, Excitable Speech, 33,
31. Avishai Margalit. in The Ethics of Memory
{Cambridge. MA: Harvard University Press,
2002). 21, discusses the "double murder" that
occurs in religious narratives when the personal
names of the dead are forgotten or erased: not
only the body but also the memory of the dead
is killed.
32. Butler, Excitable Speech. I -2 .
33. The polemic surrounding the terminology
used to describe those who died in the manner
of Drew's subject is negotiated by Don DeLillo in
his novel Fa//ing Man (New York: Scribner, 2007).
DeLillo deliberately avoids both hot-button
words (falling and jumping) in his ground-level
description of the morning of September 11 in
the first chapter: "The world was this as well,
figures in windows a thousand feet up, dropping
into free space, and the stink of fuel fire, and the
steady rip of sirens in the air" (p. 2. italics mine).
While DeLillo chooses his words carefully when
describing those who died in the incendiary fall
of the towers, his title confronts the traumatic
events directly yet simulacrally. for the falling man
of the title is a performance artist who uses a
body harness and rope attached to his feet,
whose inexplicable jumps from buildings are
never fatal and are (unlike those who died on
September 11) reversible and repeatable. My
thanks to Elizabeth Rosen for bringing to my
attention other literary treatments of falling

on September 11, namelyjonathan Safran Foer's
brilliant novel Extremely Loud and incredibly Oose
(Boston: Houghton-Mifflin, 2005), and Frederic
Beigbeder's Windows on the Worid: A Navel, trans.
Frank Wynne (New York: Hyperion, 2004).
34. Butler, ExcrtoWe Speech, 36.

well as one's own, to find words to call them. What becomes evident is the
extent to which vulnerability is the dark side to agency; these conditions are as
emotional as they are embodied. As Butler suggests: "The body implies mortality,
vulnerability, agency: the skin and the flesh expose us to the gaze of others, but
also to touch, and to violence, and bodies put us at risk of becoming the agency
and instrument of these as well."^^This conception of subjectivity as a double-
edged process is a central insight to arise from the controversy of jumping/
faUing people and how they are to be respected: their acts, visceral responses to
the pain of extreme heat and the anxiety of suffocation by smoke inhalation,
show movements where agency and vulnerabihty are inextricable.

In Butler's view, the effect of naming, conferring existence to a subject, or in
the case of censorship, denying subjective existence, confirms that names are not
merely "descriptive" but also "inaugurative."''°This is a strange concept in rela-
tion to the dead, but of serious consequence.^' Buder's theorization is here useful
to account for the painful effects of being named, not only with proper names
but also with descriptive terms {falling or jumping), effects to which Drew's falling
man becomes subject, despite his apparent anonymity. The corporealization of
language reflects a particular vulnerability in the discursive field, so that language
appears to act in a physical way: "linguistic agency" can quickly descend into
"linguistic vulnerability" when the name one is called is wounding.'' Could the
use ofthe name "jumper" subject the dead to an act of naming that carries as
much lethal weight as the falling body?"

Butler describes the directions taken by the interpellative process as a move-
ment that can be arrested momentarily by the sedimenting, fixative power of
the name.^This process is mimicked by the photograph, whose structure
arrests, develops, and transforms the movement ofthe body through processes
both chemical and connotative.This effect is exaggerated with representations of
the dead because they are not in a position to claim or refuse names for them-
selves but entirely vulnerable to this posthumous activity.

From Transcendence to Immanence: Falling in Art before September 11

The ambivalence that arises in so many ways from Drew's photograph, revolving
around the pull of aesthetics in tension with or perhaps due to the impossible
indeterminacy ofthe man's position, shows parallels with lens-based artworks
made before September 11. A consideration of these will lead to a better identifi-
cation of the stakes involved for the subjects of representation in terms of
embodiment and ethics.

The contradictions put into motion by Yves Klein's Leap into theVoid (i960)
reveal characteristics that make images of falling so compelling, metaphysically,
existentially, and representationally. A pivotal gesture situated between artistic
generations (modern and postmodern) and geographic traditions (European,
American, and Asian), Klein's performance also hovers between material realms:
it exists as a nascent example of body art by an accomphshed judo practitioner
and as a photograph by Harry Shunk. who documented the event,The body
position in Klein's Leap into the Void shows a contingency between agency and vul-
nerability that similarly haunts Drew's photograph, but because Klein's work is a
staged performance, the stakes are entirely different (in particular, not fatal). The
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Yve$ Klein, Leap into the Void, subtitled
"The Painter of Space Hurls Himself into
the Void!" October 1960, artistic action of
Yves Klein, photograph by Shunk-Kunder
(artwork © 2007 Estate of Yves Klein/
SODRAC; photograph provided by
Archives Klein, Paris)

\

35. See Amelia Jones, Body Art Performing Ihe
Sub/ect {Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
Press, 1998), 86-90.
36. Thierry de Duve, "Yves Klein, or The Dead
Dealer," trans. Rosalind Krauss, October 49
(1989): 72-90.

artist is shown rising upwards, his chest and head arced heavenward, attempting
to throw off the body's weight. On one hand, Klein expresses modernism's
Utopian aspirations, unbridled sense of freedom, and championing ofthe pow-
ers of the individual (which, as AmeUa Jones has argued, are predicated on a
masculinist, white, and Western subject position)." On the other hand, an incip-
ient postmodern skepticism is built right into the work: Klein's jump is not as
perilous as it looks (due to the pile of mattresses excluded from the frame), and
the circulation of a faked version in which a cyclist in the background has been
doctored out makes the very documentary status ofthe photograph a sham.
Weight and embodiment are the inescapable and necessary facilitators of Klein's
dematerialization of art into a mystical, transcendental realm (accomplished
ironically, as Thierry De Duve points out, by cementing its commodification
through sign value).̂ ^

The contingency of conditions usually held in opposition (transcendence
and immanence, agency and vulnerability, the spirit and the body) informs
Klein's Leap into the Void and makes it relevant for September 11. Klein's display of
his desire to soar into the air despite the limitations of his body results in an
ambivalent, struggling position within the photograph. The performance works
intentionally in tandem with the stillness and instantaneity of the photographic
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Andy Warhol, Sufcide, 1961, silkscreen on
paper, 40 x 30^ in. (101.6 x 76.S cm),The
Menil Collection, Houston, gift of Adelaide
de Menil Carpenter (artwork © 2007 Andy
Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts/
Artists Rights Society [ARS], NevirYork;
photograph by Paul Hester, Houston)

37. Read in light of Jones's Body Art. Klein's ges-
ture (as both transcendent and immanent} situ-
ates the artist both as a postmodern body artist
whose masculine gender is "unveiled" and as a
modern painter who keeps a safe distance from
the muck of physical entanglement in his work.
38. On these possibilities as they are suggested
by contemporary performance art with sado-
masochistic tendencies, see Jean-Paul Martinon's
essay "Fact or Fiction?" in Art. Lies and Videotape:
Exposing Performance, ed. Adrian George

(Liverpool, UK: Tate Liverpool, 2003), 40-49.
39. Neil Prinu, Andy Warhol: Death and D(sostef3
{Houston: Menil Collection and Houston Fine Art
Press, i 988), Among the works in Printz's book is
Warhol's Suicide [One V^cman's Suicide], a 1963

work that presents thirty-five serial images of a
woman falling in front of an apartment building.

medium. Klein's body remains "safe" in the photograph, hovering in a sovereign
Cartesian situation of (masculinist) transcendence and subverting the imma-
nence of liis burdensome body, all the while deploying it as a creative vehicle."
Klein's photograph is itself a mischievous performance where magic and reli-
giosity still seem possible.'^

In 1962-65, most certainly with Klein's Leap into theVoid in mind, Andy Warhol
created a series of silkscreen works using tabloid news photos of people jumping
or having jumped from buildings in urban environments. These Suicides are part
of his larger Death and Disasters series produced at the same time, which include the
better-known Car Crashes, Race Riots, Electric Chairs, and Jackie images.'^ Suicide (1962)
is striking among Warhol's Death and Disaster series because it doesn't rely on his
novel seria! technique but offers the mid-air jump of a man ju.st once, a unique
instance in which Warhol accepts this singular focus as enough. The man hang.s
in the air adjacent to a brick apartment building, the geometric regularity of
which is at odds with the spectral bubbles and creases caused by the application
ofthe silkscreen ink. The terrifying figure, whose face and body are obscured
(set off crisply as a silhouette, but lacking any surface detail to articulate the fig-
ure as an individual), is caught in an emphatic. Ninja-style croucliing position
from an oblique angle, as if ready to pounce on the spectator.
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•40. For two readings of Warhol's Deatti and
Disasters chat reframe this series so radically
that the "light-hearted" pop aesthetic of all of
Warhol's other work must come under reconsid-
eration, see Thomas Crow, "Trace and Reference
in Early Warhol."' in Alodern Art in the Common
Culture (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1996),
49-65; and Hal Foster, "Death in Amenca,"
Oaober 75 (Winter 1996): 37-59.
AI. The work was exhibited without fanfare in
New York in 1991 in The Interrupted Ufe. a group
exhibition of artists who had represented the
dead in their work, staged b/ the New Museum
of Contemporary Art. One work from this series
has been purchased by the Metropolitan Museum
of Art in New York.
42. Sarah Chariesworth, artist's talk, S. L, Simpson
Gallery, Toronto, November 1995.
43. Susan Fisher Sterling. "In-Photography; The
Art of Sarah Chartes worth," Sarah Charlesworth: A
Retrospective, exh. cat (Santa Fe: Site Santa Fe,
1997), 78.
44. E-mail communication with Sarah Charies-
worth. May 31. 2006. I would like to thank the
artist for providing details about this series rot
found in the literature.

Warhol's appropriation of photojournaUstic images should not be consid-
ered disengaged, nor part of a so-called deadpan aesthetic (mechanically repro-
duced, lacking in respect for the original image, without emotive touches or
statements clarifying his intent). Scholarsliip suggests that his choices in sub-
ject matter and formal qualities revolve around affect and trauma, and may
imply a critique of contemporary Anaerican life and state politics."*" These works
of Warhol's, which exemplify tlie parabolic scope of his imagination and cer-
tainly contribute to the emerging tenets of postmodern visual culture (in which
images are equalized into an economy of sameness), also function by way of a
resistance to that economy (while mirroring it), reflecting the horror attendant
to the vulnerability in the subjects of representation as much as those who
view them.

In 1979-80, tlie New York-based artist Sarah Charlesworth created a series
of seven works based on newspaper photographs of people depicted in mid-air,
all jumping or falling from buildings, enlarged to a massive six by four feet
and then printed as unique stills. Charlesworth's work recalls Warhol's Suicides
but excises the "artistic" manipulations of his silkscreen process (e.g., image
repetitions or acceptance of accidents in the printing). Unidentified Woman, Hotel
Coronti tie Attigon, Madrid (1979-80) shows a womau falling in front of a smoky
high-rise."*' By appropriating an image from one context and exhibiting it in
another, Charlesworth continues Warhol's legacy of mixing genres (high art
and photojournalism) and their functions, as well as their traditional hierarchy.
Charlesworth's decontextuahzation takes a critical stance toward notions of
artistic genius and authenticity, and exposes the seeming naturalness ofthe
signifying frameworks through which photographic meaning arises.

In UnidentiliedWoman, Hold Corona deAragon, Madrid, the woman's stocking-clad
legs are exposed as her dress billows up above her torso to cover her head and
face. The gralnlness ofthe enlargement adds to the mystery ofthe image, in
which the dense black ofthe bottom ofthe photograph gives way to lightness at
the top, suggesting an underwater environment. Charlesworth has emphasized
her attraction to the momentary beauty of falling figures captured by photogra-
phy, as if they were floating or swimming in an ether-world apart from gravity.*^
The feeling that the figure is held up by a pool of water removes a good deal of
urgency concerning the woman's possibly impending death. The curator Susan
Fisher Sterling notes tlie way that photography, in its ability to capture an image
of a hody in motion, dilutes the viewer's perception of its impending impact
on the ground: "Having made sure that the violence is only potential here—
contradicted by the stillness or arrested motion ofthe figure—Charlesworth also
placed the viewer in metaphysical limbo, somewhere between fascination and
dread."+5 While the transgressive repetitions in Warhol's work result in composi-
tions of panic or shock, with Charlesworth's approach the tone has shifted to a
cooler interrogation of signs and semiotics. While Warhol gives much informa-
tion to confirm the manner of death, in either the titles or images, Charlesworth
holds back, perhaps allowing one to hope otherwise, but ultimately estabhshing
a situation whose most provocative aspect is its indeterminacy. "This information
as well as the outcome of the jump are not disclosed (in part to explore the nar-
rative capacity ofthe photograph)."***

This intentional occlusion also leaves the nominal identity of most figures a
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Sarah Charlesworth, Unidentified Woman,
Hotel Corvria de Aragdn. Madrid, 1979-80,
photographic blow-up, 79 x 42 in. (200.6 x
106.7 cm), collection of Ara Arsianian (art-
work © Sarah Charlesworth; photograph
provided by the artist)

Charlesworth based her work on a news-
paper photograph by an unidentified
photographer.
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challenge. Did some survive? What should one call them if their status (as either
dead or alive) is unknown? The "unidentified" element in Charlesworth's title
(like the others in this series, which all begin with the same word) is interesting
becau.se despite its almost archival neutrality, a meaning emerges that has conse-
quences for the deceased. Barthes suggests the ethical importance that captions
and titles hold for fixing meaning (precisely what Charlesworth is trying to
avoid) when he writes: "The text is indeed the creator's (and hence society's)
right of inspection over the image; anchorage is control, bearing a responsibility
—in the face of tlie projective power of pictures—for the use ofthe message. "''•'̂
Did Charlesworth make the choice to keep the proper name unknown, did the
original journalists fail to ascertain it, or did the families ofthe deceased fail to
identify them, suggesting they were unclaimed or unmourned? By withholding
the specificity of the proper name, "unidentified" also implicitly codes her
identity with a derogation. The cipher could be seen to grant privacy to the
dead, imposing an objective distance, or alternatively, as a blunt renunciation of
responsibility It may also be sigruficant that there is no reference to the embod-
ied experience of the subjects in the titles: the titles are almost chnical in then-
exclusion of the fact that the women and men are falling—a recognition that
would at least encourage a reading of the work as a document of an embodied
life, rather than an instance of an anonymous, weighdess figure, suspended by
aesthetics, perhaps transcending fate.

^5. Barthes. "Rhetoric of the Image." 40.
46. Erie Fischl. "A Memorial That's True to 9/11,"
opinion-edicoriai. New Yori< Times. December 19.
2003. available online at http://query.nyiimes.
com/g5t/fullpage.html?res=9B04E0D8173FF93A
A2S75ICIA9659C8B63.
47. Fric Fischl quoted in David Rakoff, "The Way
We Life Now: 10-27-02: Questions for Fric Fischl:
Post 9/11 Modernism." New York Tiines. October
27, 2002. interview available oniine at http://
query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html?res=9901EI
D7IF3DF934AI5753CIA9649C8B63. Contribu-
ting to the sculpture's sense of movement is the
way the bronze's surface is dappled by the play
of light.

The Art of September I I: Indeterminacy and Suspended Animation

In September 2002. Eric Fischl's over-hfe-scale bronze sculpture Tumbling Woman
(2001-2) was installed at Rockefeller Center and after only one week was cov-
ered up with a tarpaulin and then removed due to the public outcry against it.
The naked female figure was depicted in a free-fall position and stood a few feet
above the ground so that, like those faUing in Charlesworth's and Drew's pho-
tographs, it would appear perpetually suspended. Fischl's stated goal was a per-
sonal tribute to a close friend who worked on the 106th fioor of one ofthe tow-
ers. Fischl, a New York-based artist known since the late 1970s for figurative
work in painting and sculpture, also wanted to create a universalizing statement,
a monument that would allow mourners to grieve not by "sanitiz[ing]" the loss
or covering up the brutal "narrative" ofthe day, but by forming "an appropriate
expression for tragedy" that in his mind would convey a sense ofthe reality of
the victims' experiences."^^ Rather than using abstraction. Fischl's neo-Rodin/
Maillol strategy was to represent a sense of tbe body in its mass, presence, and
weighted movement, to counter the disappearance and disintegration ofthe
bodies of those who perished, many of whose remains were never recovered. In
this regard, Fischl's descriptions ofthe contrasting reactions a viewer could have
is telling, as they speak to the way figurative realism exaggerates as well as dulls
the imagined reality ofthe event: "One might see a moment of impact in a kind
of way that implies brains splattering, a graphic moment there. . . . So somebody
else looking at it niight say, 'God, it reminds me of falling in a dream right
before I wake up.'"'*'

The ungainly position of Fischl's Tumbling Woman, involving fiipped-over
limbs, seemed excessive to some viewers, who "interpreted this body twisting in
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Eric Fischl, Tumbling Woman, 2001 - 2 ,
bronze, 38 x 72 x 48 in. (96.5 x 182.9 x
121.9 cm) (artwork © Eric Fischl; photo-
graph provided by Mary Boone Gallery,
NewYork)

48. Ibid.
49. Ibid.
50. The work was published in Carolee
Schneemann. "Terminal Velocity," Pores: An Avant-
Gardlst joumai of Poetics Research, issue 2 ( O a o -
ber 2001). available online at www.pores.bbk.ac.
uk.; see also Scbneemann, interview with Robert
Ayers, Artinfo. January 25. 2006, available at www.
artinfo.com/articles/story/10665/carolee_schne
emann. Schneemann confirmed the eulogistic
aspect in a public lecture, Museum of Contempo-
rary Canadian Art. Toronto, April 7. 2006.

freefall as a piece of grim, plastic photojournalism."'*^ Despite its three dimen-
sions, Fischl's depiction is close to Drew's and Charlesworth's in at least one
important way: the body is shown in a relatively elusive moment before it makes
contact with the ground—a moment of suspended animation that is compelling
in its indeterminacy. Tbis appears to have motivated Fischl in the formal choices
he made with TumWing Woman, which he describes as follows: "It feels like a
dream in which somebody is floating. There's no weight there that is sending
this crushing, rippling current back tlirough the body as it hits a solid mass."'*'
But the overtly memorializing response Fischl was trying to achieve, predicated
on representing the vulnerability ofthe body, backfired, despite the fact that his
chosen medium (unlike photography) bears no cansal relationship to a particu-
lar dead individual, only to the private memory of his friend.

The New York-based performance and multimedia artist Carolee
Schneemann's Terminal Velocity (2001—5) consists of a series of black-and-white
computer scans of newspaper photographs, induding Richard Drew's, of bodies
falling from the towers on September 11, greatly enlarged and then collaged onto
an imposing grid of eight by seven feet. The repetitions and symmetry of the
grid pattern, as well as the imposing scale, recall Warhol's serial work, in particu-
lar Suicide [OneWoman's Suicide] (1963), which depicts a nightgown-clad woman,
arms and legs akimbo like a rag-doll, falling in mid-air in front of a brick apart-
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Carolee Schneemann, Terminai Velocity,
2001, black-and-white connputer scans of
falling bodies from 9/11, InkJet on paper,
enlarged sequences: 7 columns by 6 rows,
42 units, ea. 16 X 12 in. (40.6 x 30.5 cm),
total 96 X 84 in. (243.8 x 213.4 cm) (art-
work © Carolee Schneemann; photograph
provided by PPOW Gallery, NewYork)

Schneemann based her work on pho-
tographs by various photographers
published in newspapers in 2001.

51. Quotations from Schneemann here and in
the rest of this paragraph are from the Ayers
interview.
52. Five years later, no controversy is mentioned
in the rather sympathetic review of an exhibition
of works by Schneemann in New York that
included Termino/ Velocity, though the review does
mention the lack of intimacy in the work and its
superficiality as a poiitical statement. See Johanna
Burton, "Caroiee Schneemann. P.PQW."
Artforum, April 2006, 246.

ment building. Warhol repeats her image an excessive thirty-five times (a gesture
both comic and obscene) and allows a great deal of variation in prim quality
from one frame to the next, with lacunae and doublings ofthe image in the
silkscreen application of ink. Unlike Warhol's and Charlesworth's approach,
Sclineemann's purpose, like Fischl's, was public eulogy.̂ ° For Schneemann, the
process of creating the work was an attempt to individuate those who fell, a
"consecration" due to the "intimate" process of scanning and enlarging the
images, allowing her to get "closer" with each successive frame.̂ ' Sclineemann's
desire to "personalize nine people" with the enlargements, making the "fleeting
visual attributes of nine lives become clearer," may have transpired in her studio
relationship with them, but this was not perceived by the New Yorkers whose
violent disapproval ofthe work when it was exhibited in 2ooi was expressed
by defacing gallery signage and writing obscenities in the guest book. By
Schneemann's account, "People went crazy," and her comments in this regard
are significant: "Interesting: that presenting this degree of vulnerability was seen
as exploitative and shameful." The emotional charge was so intense that despite
the artists explicit attempt to acknowledge the suffering of those she represents,
her means was not considered adequate.^^ Why not?

The negative public reaction may have been pardy due to the bombastic
scale ofthe work, which oppressively confronts the viewer. The scale ofthe
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bodies in the work is another element that, although it first appears to be a for-
mal problem, might actually pose an ethical one. The increase in size from one
frame to the next bears an inverse (and perhaps also perverse) relationship to
the tragic lack of agency that is incorporated by people falling to their deaths.
Enlarging their size only belittles their vulnerability rather than paying tribute
to it. Moreover, the grid format Schneemann uses in Termina] Velocity, repeating
tlie same images in vertical columns, should he classified as serial rather than
sequential; the distinction is important. A sequence imphes change in the image
from one frame to the next and the unfolding of movement, much the way
Eadweard Muybridge's or Etienne-Jules Marey's chronophotographs of human
and animal locomotion did in the 1870s. Barthes also makes note ofthe emo-
tions that can be conveyed by a sequence of photographs so that a narrative
arises from the movement perceived within the "repetition and variation of
the attitudes."" Schneemann's repetitions are complex because she uses many
different figures in the composition rather than just one, yet the image of each of
these figures is identical, despite becoming successively larger moving down the
panel, so that the stripes created by the photographs parallel those ofthe towers.
The grid format and seriality^ised by Schneemann involve a sense of movement
in the rhythm of tlie overall composition, but not in the falling bodies them-
selves, whose movements do not change. While Schneemann works in a serial
rather than sequential format, the enlargements result not in a more dimensional
perception of vulnerability, but in its simplistic magnification.

As the title Terminul Velocity indicates, Schneemami stops and makes still bod-
ies that in actuality were in the throes of motion. Rather than fostering identifi-
cations with those who are falling by narrating their trajectories to a greater
degree, the sense of embodiment is spectacularized.

53. Barthes, "The Photographic Message," 25.
54. For a deeper undersunding of this effect, see
Christian Metz, "On the Impression of Reality in
the Cinema," in Film Language: A Semiotics of the

Onema. trans. Michael Taylor (New York: Oxford
University Press. 1974). 3-15; for a structuralist
comparison between photography and fltm from
a psychoanalytic perspective and that places pho-
tographs of the dead at its nexus, see Metz,
"Photography and Fetish." in The Critical Image.
ed. Carol Squiers (Seattle: Ba/Press, 1990),
155-64.
55. liiarritu's short film for I / '09"0i is an explo-
ration of many of the issues he further develops
in his subsequent feature films 2 / Grams and
Babel: transformative states involving life, chance,
and Irreversible chains of events; inexplicable vio-
lence, death, and redemption: and the difficulties
involved in the emergence of individual voices,
languages, and cultural dialogues amidst the clash-
ing contexts of globalization.

A Film of September 11: Shock

White the structural capacity of photography is "complemented" by a dead
body but in tension with a transitional figure hke a falling body, movement,
according to the film theorist Christian Metz, is the key feature to differentiate
film from photography.̂ *^ Because motion is stopped by the still photographic
image, the body is cut out of the space-time gravitational pull of the world. A
single news photograph is therefore a hmited view of a catastrophic, encompass-
ing event that involved time, movement, and the weight ofthe body, as well as
sound. In a short film created in response to the events of September ii, the
Mexican filmmaker Alejandro Gonzalez Inarritu—the director of Amores Perros
{2oo[), 21 Grams (2003), and Babel (2006)—focuses attention on two ofthe
movements that defined that day: the bodies falling from the towers and the
implosive fall ofthe towers themselves, the former represented visually, tlie
latter aurally. Inarritu's unique montage of documentary elements was made for
a feature-length compilation of short films entitled ii'o9"oi (2002) and pro-
duced by Alain Brigand, who commissioned eleven different works (of eleven
minutes, nine seconds plus one frame each) by international directors to offer a
global perspective."

Inarritu's contribution to iro9"oi is largely an anxiety-provoking sound
experience as, during his eleven minutes, he projects mostly blank film stock.
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56. The sound of bodies hitting the pavement
was, according to witnesses, one of the most dis-
turbing and haunting aspects of the tragedy of
September I i. 2001. one no photograph could
capture.
57. Metz. "Impression," 5 and 6.

While one sees nothing but a dark screen, one's attention focuses on the various
discordant, chpped sounds of emergency calls and radio broadcasts, as well as
cell-phone calls from those trapped in the towers and recordings of witnesses on
the ground whose hysteria is broken by the distinctive sounds of bodies hitting
the pavement,^''These sounds soon give way to several minutes of ponderous
orchestral tnusic (by Gustavo Santaolalla and Osvaldo Golijov) at increasing vol-
ume to form an encompassing auditory shroud, only to give way to the sound of
the towers collapsing, interwoven wit!i Chiapas Indians chanting healing prayers
and an irate American radio host calling for retribution and revenge.

Rather than offering a steady stream of visual pleasure, the cinematic experi-
ence is one of visual deprivation, interrupted only by the intermittent glimpses
of bodies falling from the towers, flashed on the darkened screen for seconds at a
time. Wliat Inarritu achieves with the film medium is emphasis on the traumatic
reality ofthe falling bodies, projected long enough to get a sense of their speed
and motion, but not long enough that the viewer's look can ever rest comfort-
ably on them. The way the image is offered only as a momentary break from the
anxious darkness inverts the structure of dominant cinema: normally, editing
techniques are hidden, and the seamless projection of light dominates. The flash
effect burned in the viewer's mind becomes a retinal experience as painful emo-
tionally as it is physiologically. It is the viewer who now waits, almost perilously
in a state of suspension in the cinema's darkness, while the normally desired
image is withheld, only for it to appear like a shot at any moment, a sliver of
brightness in which bodies register but never come into focus.

Ifiarriui's inversion is twofold.The normally passive, receptive spectator is
immobilized, plunged into extended darkness and a state of vulnerability. The
dominance of darkness over light is also a metaphor for the speed with which
the falling bodies, engulfed by their materiality, disappear from the world—
sparks of light that carmot be touched, arrested, or protected, only witnessed.
With Inarritu's film there is a painful realization that the medium ultimately can-
not suspend disbelief, break the victim's fall, or offer some sort of psychological,
apotropaic mechanism. Only the rhythmic chanting ofthe Chiapas Indians offers
holistic relief, but this too Is intangible.

If the sense of motion that film carries is usually thought essential to convey
a sense of life, the reality effect reaches its limit point when the motion conveyed
is fatal, as in falling bodies, so that the medium holds a capacity opposite to what
Metz describes-—not the appeal of animation, but shock. The heightened realism
of film, especially when the footage is "live," therefore holds a greater "projec-
tive power" to convey a traumatic event." Inarritu's searing moments present a
phenomenology of shocks whereby visual blows and soul-crushing sounds are
accompanied by the viewer's body flinching and heart palpitating. High stakes
are involved, especially in the affective use of sound (in particular, the cell-phone
recordings of a man's plaintive screams, "Oh my God, Oh my God!" and a mes-
sage from a trapped woman teUing family members, "I love you").These voices
function as means of identification through which the viewer experiences liis own
pain as a secondary witness to trauma—yet Inarritu's short film is so difficult to
experience that any response may remain trapped in a chokehold of emotion.

In conclusion, we are faced with a series of representational issues in which
every representational approach holds its own set of violations, either in relation
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to the collective historical memory ofthe event or to the posthumous subjectiv-
ity of those who died in it. When works are oriented to aesthetic interests, cer-
tain embodied aspects ofthe falling individual's experience—her or his vulnera-
bility—are glossed over or misrepresented. The subjects were not only vulnerable
to the effects of bodily harm, but are now posthumously vulnerable to certain
linguistic or representational "deaths," to the forms of distortion inherent to
each medium, no matter how neutral it appears. When works represent or even
augment the visibility of suffering with such unflinching eyes, the viewer is
reduced to a state of excessive or solipsistic vulnerabihty, made bhnd or speech-
less to the vulnerability of the Other.

The visuahzation of falling, after September n , is an ethical concern because
it comprises a paradigm of vulnerabihty. In this paradigm, three forms of vulner-
abihty are revealed. First is the corporeal vulnerability ofthe subjects conveyed
by the images of falling. Are the experiences endured by them recognized as hav-
ing been fatal rather than merely serving as visual curiosities for the hving? This
is not the simple proposal (disputed by many) that aesthetic values in represen-
tations of human suffering preclude an ethical engagement with them. The goal
is not to impose prohibitions on certain aesthetic or formal gestures but to iden-
tify what they do to embodied subjects in this unique genre at the limits of hfe,
language, and the medium. Second is posthumous vulnerabihty to a subjectivity
slandered by representations or names the dead can neither refuse nor negotiate.
The fact that subjectivity is produced posthumously (and how) is not often
enough considered in cultural theory, but even in death, subjects continue to be
vulnerable to representations and to the names one calls them (e.g., "falling,"
"jumper," "suicides," "unidentified").Third, I am concerned with the extent to
which the viewer's relationship with the images is one in which an openness
to the state of vulnerability is maintained—but not necessarily prescribed. After
Butler's insight that in mourning the living come "undone," the experience of
pain when viewing the Other's mortahty constitutes an ethics Ln which vulnera-
bihty can be conceived as a reciprocal possibility. Despite the obvious, radical
imbalances inherent to the situation (in which the living view images of people
about to die), a paradigm of vulnerabihty might offer an enabhng point rather
than a weakened state, a humbling manner of approach whose result is ultitnately
the dignification ofthe experiences of all the subjects involved.
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